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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following questioning types would be used to compare and contrast a complex
concept?
A. Open
B. Closed
C. Clarifying
D. Higher order
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
According to the shown Configuration Utility stings What is the setting of the User Directory
configuration under the Authentication submenu?
A. Remote-TACACS+
B. Local
C. Managed
D. Default system configuration
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
If a SAN Manager is properly added to HPE OneView and a managed storage pool is available,
which storage management task can be completed using HPE OneView?
A. volume attachment
B. CPG configuration
C. Virtual Domain creation
D. data replication
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
You have installed and configured SnapDrive for Windows on a Windows server. Using
SnapDrive, you

successfully created two LUNs that are connected to the same storage controller using iSCSI.
You later
realize that Snap Drive is no longer enumerating one of the disks.
In this scenario, what would be a symptom of this problem?
A. The SnapDrive service is not running.
B. The disk does not appear In Disk Management.
C. There is a Snapshot copy mounted to tire Windows server in a (busy,LUN) state.
D. The SnapDrive service account user is a local administrator on the Windows server.
Answer: A
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